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ABSTRACT

1

Recent years have seen interest in device tracking and localization using acoustic signals. State-of-the-art acoustic
motion tracking systems however do not achieve millimeter
accuracy and require large separation between microphones
and speakers, and as a result, do not meet the requirements
for many VR/AR applications. Further, tracking multiple
concurrent acoustic transmissions from VR devices today
requires sacrificing accuracy or frame rate. We present MilliSonic, a novel system that pushes the limits of acoustic
based motion tracking. Our core contribution is a novel localization algorithm that can provably achieve sub-millimeter
1D tracking accuracy in the presence of multipath, while
using only a single beacon with a small 4-microphone array.
Further, MilliSonic enables concurrent tracking of upto four
smartphones without reducing frame rate or accuracy. Our
evaluation shows that MilliSonic achieves 0.7mm median 1D
accuracy and a 2.6mm median 3D accuracy for smartphones,
which is 5x more accurate than state-of-the-art systems. MilliSonic enables two previously infeasible interaction applications: a) 3D tracking of VR headsets using the smartphone
as a beacon and b) fine-grained 3D tracking for the Google
Cardboard VR system using a small microphone array.

Device localization and motion tracking has been a longstanding challenge in the research community. It is a key
component in Virtual Reality and Augmented/Mixed Reality
applications and enables novel human-computer interactions
including gesture and skeletal tracking. Traditionally, specialized optical methods such as lasers and infrared beacons
have been used to localize VR headsets and controllers. This
includes commercial systems like the HTC Vive VR, Oculus Rift and Sony PlayStation VR [3, 9, 14]. These optical
tracking solutions, however, require separate expensive beacons to emit infrared signals and transceivers to receive and
process data. Existing devices like smartphones lack these
transceivers and hence are unsuitable for such techniques.
Acoustic-based localization and tracking methods have
recently emerged as an attractive alternative to optical systems [26, 35]. Speakers and microphones, used for emitting
and receiving acoustic signals, are cheap and easy to configure. Furthermore, commodity smartphones and smart
watches already have built-in speakers and microphones,
which makes acoustic tracking an excellent fit for such devices. As shown in Fig. 1(a), a simple microphone array could
act as a beacon to enable 3D location tracking for the Google
cardboard VR system. Conversely, instead of carrying around
additional devices (e.g., HTC IR beacons) to enable tracking
for VR headsets, one could reuse existing smartphones as
beacons to enable 3D localization and motion tracking.
State-of-the-art acoustic motion tracking systems [21, 34]
however do not adequately meet the requirements of VR/AR
applications for three main reasons.
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INTRODUCTION

• Tracking accuracy. Acoustic signals suffer from multi-path
where the signal reflects off nearby surfaces before arriving
at the receiver. Thus, existing 1D acoustic tracking accuracy
is 5-10 mm [21], which is much worse than optical systems
and may cause motion sickness with prolonged use [15].
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• Microphone/speaker separation. 3D tracking requires triangulation from multiple microphones/speakers, which when
placed close to each other limits accuracy. Prior work that
tracks smartphones uses multiple speakers separated by
90 cm [21], making them difficult to integrate into VR/AR
headsets. Conversely, using a 90 cm beacon for Google cardboard VR is unwieldy and limits portability.
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